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‘The unexamined 
life is not worth 
living’ Socrates.
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Metacognition

‘If our aim is to improve student 
performance, not just measure it, 

we must ensure that students 
know the performances expected 

of them, the standards against 
which they will be judged, and 

have opportunities to learn from 
the assessment in future 

assessments’
(Wiggins, 2002).
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The Power of Feedback in School Settings   
John Hattie (2003)

Level 3: Self-regulation

Relates to greater skill in self 
evaluation/self regulation

Level 2: Process
Aimed at the processes used to create 

the product/task 

Level 1: Task 
'corrective feedback'

information focussed  

Most feedback 
remains task 

focused

Pedestal of 
feedback

‘Having correct 
information is a 
pedestal on 
which processing 
and self-
regulation can be 
effectively built.’

‘Feedback at this 
process level 
appears to be 
more effective 
than at the task 
level for enhancing 
deeper learning’

Feedback directed to the ‘self’
(e.g.: “You are a great student”). 

‘Rarely does it enhance 
achievement or learning’.

Increases the 
ability to 
accommodate 
feedback and 
create internal 
feedback...

Knox Grammar School





Feed-forward
 Feed-forward is information about how students 

have performed in relation to the stated goals of 
the learning experience.

 Students must know how well they are expected 
to perform.

 Feed-forward is not effective until students have 
acted on it.

 Most vital part of assessment process

 No point in doing the assessment if quality feed-
forward is not given

 Need to plan for time for giving quality feed-
forward to students

1. What feed-forward is to be given?

2. How is this feed-forward to be delivered?

3. When is the feed-forward to be given?

4. What role do your students play?
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Focus on learning

What do the students need to learn? 

Why does it matter?

What do they already know?

How will they demonstrate learning?

How will they get there?

How well do I expect them to do it?



Effective Feed-forward

Honest yet sensitive

Precise, specific and constructive

Strategic, frequent and timely

Encourages students to make the 
difference and do resubmits

Promotes questioning, synthesis, 
distillation and deeper understanding

 Invites self-assessment and self-
reflection

 Informs future teaching and learning



Feed-forward

Effective comments are clear, succinct 
and related to the specific learning 
intention (Wolsey, 2008).

There is no one appropriate way of 
providing feed-forward to students. 
Rather, the nature of the task and the 
context of the work in the particular 
learning area should determine the 
form in which the feed-forward occurs.
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Honest feed-forward

‘An expert teacher, mentor or coach can readily explain, 
demonstrate and detect flaws in performance. He or 
she can also identify talent and potential, and build on 
these. In contrast, trial and error learning or poor 
teaching are less effective and take longer. If 
performance flaws are not detected and corrected, 
these can become ingrained and will be much harder to 
eradicate later. Learners who don’t receive instruction, 
encouragement and correction can become 
disillusioned and quit due to lack of progress’ (Dinham, 
Feedback on Feedback, 2008).



‘When learning something challenging we don’t 
always get it right the first time. Errors are 

inevitable. Indeed they are helpful; learning is a 
trial and error process, with success achieved by 

recognising errors and correcting them to obtain a 
closer approximation to the final goal. Students 

should not be crippled by errors, instead they 
must take responsibility for correction’ (Petty, 

2009).





Precise & Specific 

Targets the skills and 
understanding that are the focus 
of the unit of work and 
assessment.
Inset-word
Could focus on one or two 
aspects, such as the use of verbs 
in writing. 



Strategic & frequent

Starts at the beginning 
of a unit of work.
Builds the field of 
learning
Looped
Does not just occur at 
the end of a unit of work



Drafting & re-submits

 Students learn from mistakes

 Encourages students to improve

 Peer marking

 Be strategic and get students to submit 
sections of work, such as an opening or the 
setting. 

 Set individual targets for improvement

 Teach explicitly reflection and critical 
evaluation

 Recorded feed-forward - Kaizena and can be 
added to Google drive; Explain Everything; 
http://doodlecastpro.com/

http://doodlecastpro.com/


Questioning
 Interest, engage and challenge students

 Check on prior knowledge 

 Stimulate recall and use of existing knowledge to create new 
understanding and meaning

 Help students to extend their thinking from the concrete and factual 
to the analytical and evaluative

 Focus students’ thinking on key concepts and issues

 Promote students’ thinking about the way they have learned

 Promote reasoning, problem solving and synthesis

 Student cafes and buzz groups



Design
It is about asking the right 

questions.
Plan questions with 

others as you will always 
design questions that 
reflect the way you see 
the world.
It is not the answer that 

matters but the discussion 
that is generated by the 
question.



S.C.A.M.P.E.R

S: What if I change or swap this?

C: What can I blend or combine?

A: What could I substitute?

M: What will happen if I add…?

P: How could I use this 
somewhere else?

E: What happens when I 
remove…?

R: What if I did this the other 
way?



Williams’ Model
 Paradox: Paradoxes can be used to evaluate ideas and challenge pupils to reason and find 

proof.

 Analogy: Pupils find the similarities between things and compare one thing to another.

 Discrepancy: Pupils should be challenged to discuss what is not known or understood.

 Provocative questions: These are questions that require thoughtful consideration to clarify 
meaning or develop new knowledge. 

 Organised Random Search: Given a situation or body of knowledge, pupils search for other 
information to answer questions such as, what would you do or what would you have done? 

 Tolerance for Ambiguity: Open-ended questions

 Intuitive Expression: Empathy questions

 Evaluative Situations: Evaluate solutions and answers in terms of their consequences and 
implications — pose the question what if? 

 Visualisation Skills: Provide opportunities for pupils to perceive or visualise themselves in 
many contexts.



Peer feed-forward

 ‘When students get to see other 
students’ work it deepens 
understanding’ (Nicol, 2008). 

 ‘When students are more active 
participants in the whole process, 
then feedback is likely to be most 
useful to students’ learning’ (Hattie & 
Timperley, 2007). 

 White board work

 Critical friends

 Paired sharing

 HSC mock marking



Peer feed-forward

Peer discussion about what constitutes 
effective use of language.

 Invite diagnostic peer and self assessment by 
using a rubric and marking scheme that has 
been clearly explained to the students. 

Pairing and sharing

Require students to design the marking 
criteria.

Google Docs

Learning objects


